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CONTEXT 

Participants in this conference session were asked to prepare responses to the following three keywords: 

(1) Doing: How was the piece made? How did it ideate? Is there an essential thread kickstarting or underlying the 
process of making for this work that you could describe? 

(2) Knowing: what types of knowledge did you bring to the piece? What types of knowledge emerged through 
the doing? How were your conceptual tools extended or augmented? What was the knowledge ‘ground’ that 
the making acted upon? 

(3) Meeting: what role did social or distributed creativity play in the making? What parties were involved? How 
did they come to be involved? Did all parties have some level of agency? Where was expertise and/or 
knowledge-transfer located? 

 
 
(1) DOING 
 
I posit a notion of doing in which the term is innately entwined with the material world, in doing so delineating true 
doing from ‘thinking of doing’ or ‘imagining doing’, etc., (although the materiality of the neural domain is of course, 
itself, something that is open to debate). 
 
I am particularly interested in the way in which doing, simply as a verb, sits interestingly within transitive and 
intransitive forms. Anthropologist Tim Ingold has popularised the idea that production should be understood 
intransively, ‘to set the verb ‘to produce’ alongside other intransitive verbs such as to hope, to grow and to dwell, as 
against such transitive verbs as to plan, to make and to build’ (Ingold 2011: 6). I think it’s interesting how, taken without 
subject – ‘I do’ – the verb becomes innately performative (think of wedding vows), an observation that itself has not 
escaped scrutiny (e.g. Gibson 1975). 
 
From this performative perspective, however, might appears separated from its material edifice, as something that 
comes into being through and of action rather than material trace. …? 
 
But, especially through my own practice, I have come to think of doing as something that does not exist exclusively 
within a human domain. I draw upon ideas from the so-called agential or vibrant materialism of, in particular, Jane 
Bennett (Bennett 2010) and Karen Barad (Barad 2007) and have developed a preoccupation with foregrounding in sound 
the agential behaviours – the doings - of non-sentient substances, objects or things.  
 
Against such a theoretical backdrop, I have come to understand the material world as one innately comprised of doings. 
‘[M]atter is no longer imagined […] as a massive, opaque plenitude but is recognized instead as indeterminate, 
constantly forming and reforming in unexpected ways’ (Coole & Frost 2010: 10). To re-word the sentence that follows 
that original quotation – one could conclude accordingly that matter ‘does’ rather than matter ‘is’. My own creative 
doings, therefore, are just one part of a dense entanglement of doings. 
 
In The Apparatus Project (2017, ongoing), for example, – I have worked to develop acoustic quasi-instruments - or 
‘apparatuses’ (the term apparatus here lifted directly from Barad) - as reversals of conventional paradigms of 
human/nonhuman functionality within acoustic instrumental performance. I.e. in conventional instruments, the 
human component is passive, the nonhuman is active – I reverse this. The materiality of the human body especially 
interests me under this agential materialist gaze – ‘flesh’ as appearing to span the human/nonhuman divide. Borrowing 
ideas from philosopher Timothy Morton (Morton 2017), such a dichotomy has activated my project The Severing (2018) 
for body and/as performer. 
 
In this world, comprised entirely of an entangled rhizome of doings, how does one understanding one’s own sense of 
self? I think therefore I am, after all. And when I do things, I feel like that I is at least doing something. Yet, at one and 
the same time, such a perspective on the material world renders most visceral the critique of hylomorphism raised by 
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Judith Butler (Butler 1993) – where the whole conceptual bifuracation of form and matter can be read as a misogynist 
lens on a gendered (the past tense is important) world. How can I do, without positioning myself as a phallic originator? 
 
I see reconciliation in rethinking doing in a conceptual reversal, not as a force on but a force from the material world. 
Karen Barad describes this as an ‘intra-action’, where ‘[t]he neologism “intra-action” signifies the mutual constitution of 
entangled agencies. That is, in contrast to the usual “interaction,” which assumes that there are separate individual 
agencies that precede their interaction, the notion of intra-action recognizes that distinct agencies do not precede, but 
rather emerge through, their intra-action’ (Barad 2007: 33). That is to posit that doing does not emerge as through 
collision of agencies involved, those agencies are themselves the product of doing. Put another way, doing (as an action, 
as a phenomenon) is the lens by which maker and made themselves come into (maybe even seemingly bifurcated) 
being. What we do changes what we are. 
 
Of course, such a position, calls into question the relationship between being and knowledge. For now, I’ll hold that 
back until the next segment of this statement. 
 
(2) KNOWING 
 
Gregory Bateson describes a process of deutero-learning, where knowledge of doing emerges through and of doing 
itself (Bateson 1973). Mark Johnson (amongst others) in essence expands this notion to foreground learning as an 
embodied practice (Johnson 2007) – deuteron-learning simply as learning, rather than a specific mode thereof. 
 
Such positions resonate closely with the framework from Karen Barad that I began to introduce previously. What such 
positions broaden into what Barad refers to as an onto-epistemology (Barad 2007), where knowledge and being are 
necessarily entwined. Barad uses the example of the famous double-slit experiment of Niels Bohr. As will be 
remembered from this foundational aspect of quantum mechanics, here, experimental doings create both knowledge and 
being. To offer a somewhat inelegant outline for the sake of time, the electron exists simultaneously as a wave and a 
particle – it is the nature of the act of viewing that actually changes the form the electron takes. Therefore the act of 
observation itself creates both a particular being and also knowledge of that being. 
 
Returning to a more concrete domain for a moment, as a practioner, I rarely know exactly what it is that I am doing. 
But this is something I have come to currently understand as, perhaps paradoxically, the core of an embodied notion of 
knowledge. Despite my best efforts, my operational mechanisms remain akin to the manner in which a child might 
explore the new world around them. When working with my material, I might do X, and observe Y; I might then do Z, 
and observe Y again, all the time assuming that I’m gaining a knowledge of Y, when, in fact, I’m merely defining a frame 
by which Y can have being. In essence, Y is being created through my intra-action with the material. Therefore, even if I 
then “aim for Y”, I cut my frame in a slightly different way – I change what Y is. 
 
From this perspective, I am increasingly drawn to consider Ingold’s oft-cited notion of intransitive production as 
incomplete. That a discourse between (human and nonhuman) agencies allows form to emerge is only one plane of 
operation. Through a Baradian lens – and paradoxically - it is simultaneously also the form that creates the discursive 
agencies. Simply by setting out to produce a something, I am creating a frame within which that something is permitted 
being. 
 
Of course, such a notion could be expanded outwards into a broader socio-cultural domain. Of course, it already has. 
Nina Eidsheim’s notion of ‘the figure of sound’, where sound is presented as a conceptual domain riddled with socio-
cultural presumptions (Eidsheim 2015), serves as one example. Sara Ahmed’s examination of the sociality (cum 
heteronormativity, cum gendernormativity) of the spatial frame is another (Ahmed 2006). What has already been 
acknowledged in wider cultural analysis must now be acknowledged within the specific domain of the maker in the 
moment. 
 
Ultimately, this reasoning is why I introduced this segment by talking not of knowledge, but of learning. That 
knowledge exists in a plurality has been long over-argued, but I currently find that talking of learning prioritises the 
line of flight (the Deleuzian reference is not un-acknowledged) over the ends, even if the ends are many. Even 
grammatically, learning seems more compatible with a material world comprised not of things but of doings – it is, 
after all, a verb, whereas knowledge (even in its plural) is a noun. Learning is a continuum, a vector rather than a co-
ordinate.  When discussing knowledge-making with other makers, I am therefore fascinated to know not what has come 
to be known, but the frame by which what has come to be known has been permitted to be come to be known, embracing 
the intra-action of knowledge-being. This, I think, is potentially the most profound insight offered by intellectual 
contemplation of practice. 
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(3) MEETING 
	
I must be a bloody nightmare to work with artistically. And in working contexts that I have come to call in my head 
‘cold commissoning’, I must be an even bloodier nightmare to work with than normal. 
 
In my own head, at least, ‘cold commissioning’ describes a very particular working situation where an ensemble with 
whom I have had little to no prior relationship, requests a piece for which there is no opportunity for 
workshop/experimentation prior to rehearsals leading up to the first performance. 
 
In such situations, as soon as the rehearsal begins, performers (who, I should acknowledge are almost always extremely 
well-intentioned and wishing to help) begin asking questions in very quick succession. Would I like this passage played 
like this or more like this? Should this sound be nuanced towards this or like this? Presented with this, I find myself like 
a rabbit in a set of headlights. More often than not – and despite my best attempts at thorough and ‘professional’ 
preparation and anticipation – I’m still sometimes never entirely sure of the answers. It must be enormously frustrating 
for all those around me (I’m sorry!). 
 
What I am trying to articulate in this colloquial introduction is that I find the whole process of making a process of 
meeting. As will now be clear from my previous segments, I do not see my making as hylomorphic. I see it as innately 
discursive. It is therefore innately about distributed notions of creativity. Amongst my favourite outlines of such a 
position is that of Liza Lim. As an alternative to the hylomorphic position, Lim posits a notion of hylaemorphic making, 
where hylae refers to the mycelial underground fibres of fungi that form a network of ‘fermentation, decomposition, 
diffusion and re-composition’ that connects ‘trees and other plants, decomposing matter [and] the soil’ (Lim 2013: 2). 
The fruits on the surface appear self-contained but are really just protrusions of the ongoing entwinement beneath. 
 
But where I develop Lim’s position is via scrutiny of the participants in her network. Ethnographies of distributed 
creativity (e.g. Borne 1995, Clarke & Doffman 2017) prioritise human components of such networks. The sociality of 
creativity is something that I absolutely acknowledge and witness in my own practice. For today, though, I wish to turn 
our gaze in a different direction. If we consider that the material domain of making is comprised not of things but of 
doings (as previously outlined), then I think it is important to consider the nonhuman agencies – indeed non-sentient 
agencies – at play within the network Lim describes. 
 
In essence, what I am wishing to outline converges the two themes I have exposited in my preceding two segments: 
material agency and knowledge as learning. That the material manifestation of a piece (in this particular case, but not 
exclusively, a work in performance) has an independent agency from that of any notion of its maker should come as no 
surprise, given what I have argued for thus far.  
 
Therefore, what I mean by meeting – particularly in the sense of my own work, is the learning of this agency. As well 
be remembered, the intra-action of doing creates its own agencies from within a boundless entwinement, allowing 
knowledge to be seen not as a co-ordinate (or co-ordinates) but a line of flight, where things are perpetually learning 
themselves - becoming by the manner in which they are becoming known. 
 
Therefore, a new piece – any new piece, regardless of working context – is something that cannot be said to have a 
concrete being that I (as author) have a privileged knowledge of, I am only a participant in the ongoing learning of 
being that is becoming learned. I am therefore meeting my work in rehearsal in the same way anybody else is, as a 
mutual interpreter or reader – as a finder. And maybe the questions sought of me are better understood as the questions 
sought by us all. I’ll be sure to provide this statement the next time somebody asks me if the brass are too loud. 
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